
GOODMAN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
7TH and 8TH GRADE ELECTIVE DESCRIPTIONS 2017-18 

 
TRIMESTER ELECTIVES: 

 

AR011 Art, Beginning:  This class provides an introduction to the visual arts.  Students will experience a wide 
variety of media used by visual artists including pen and ink drawing, water color painting, linoleum cut printing and 
pottery.  The history of art styles will also be introduced.  Fee: $25 
 

AR013 Art, Advanced: (Prerequisite: Successful completion of Beginning Art) Advanced work in the areas of 
ceramics (wheel/hand building), painting/drawing, batik, enameling and silk screen will be covered.  This course 
may be repeated with teacher permission.  Fee: $25 
 

CT065 Computer Aided Design (CAD):  The goal of this exploratory class is to inspire a new generation of 
engineers and architects. In this class you will learn to use industry-standard 3-D modeling software and apply the 
engineering design process to solve real world problems. The course emphasizes critical thinking, creativity, 
innovation, computer-generated technical drawings, and the use of computer-controlled rapid prototyping 
equipment (like 3-D printers) to construct models of design solutions.  
 

DR011 Beginning Drama:  This is an introduction to drama where you will learn about theater and the elements of 
quality acting. It’s a fun, creative space to grow in pushing yourself in an encouraging environment.  
 

DR012 Advanced Drama: (Prerequisite: Successful completion of Beginning Drama is required) In Advanced 
Drama we will take the elements of acting that were learned in Beginning Drama and push them further with a 
focus on group presentations. Get ready to think quick, laugh a lot and challenge yourself. 
 

DR013 Play Production:  In Play Production we will be supporting the school play. You will learn about the 
elements that go into creating a play like set design and construction, lighting, sound, costuming etc. The course is 
only offered Trimester 3. 
 

SC020 Forensics 1: Students will be introduced to the field of forensic science in the context of a crime scene 
investigation.  This is a hands-on class where students will have the opportunity to play the role of a crime scene 
investigator.  Activities will include sketching a crime scene, lifting fingerprints, creating casts of shoe or tire prints 
and analyzing an array of evidence in field and lab settings.  Students will also explore related careers and 
interacting with guest presenters working in the field of forensics. 
 

SC021 Forensics Advanced:  Students will expand on their experiences from Introduction to Forensic Science by 
applying science to the medical, law enforcement, and judicial career fields. Hands-on labs related to blood 
sciences, DNA, tool marks, and forensic anthropology will hook students into the health sciences and justice 
system pathways. The integration of all subject areas coupled with engaging guest speakers makes this a class for 
everyone. 
 

IA021 Intro to Engineering Design: This is an engineering course that teaches problem-solving skills through 
“hands-on” design and construction. Using their imagination and creativity, students will learn how engineers and 
technicians use math, science and technology to research, design, and construct solutions to open-ended 
engineering problems. Students will become familiar with basic technical drawing and construction methods along 
with industry leading technologies (such as 3-D Printers) to complete their projects. It also promotes communication 
and collaboration by emphasizing a teaming approach in the instructional units while offering students individual 
learning challenges at all ability levels. No prerequisite required. Fee: $25 
 

IA010 Intro to Manufacturing Technology 1:  Do you like creating and building, operating traditional machines 
like a scroll saw and high-tech tools like a laser cutter/engraver, analyzing and solving problems, and working with 
both your hands and your mind? Then, you should explore Intro to Manufacturing Technology I which covers: 
product design and development, measuring tools and layout, fabrication processes, safety practices and quality 
control. This course primarily deals with woodworking, although other materials such as plastic or composites, will 
be introduced.  Fee: $25 
 

IA013 Intro to Manufacturing Technology 2 (Prerequisite - Successful completion of Intro to Manufacturing 
Technology 1 is required):  Manufacturing Technology II is a course offered to students in grades 7-8 who have 
successfully passed Manufacturing Technology I. It is a more advanced course that expands learning by 
broadening experiences and process knowledge. Students will explore in depth techniques and larger scale 
projects using familiar machinery as well as equipment new to them. Course includes instruction in materials, 
manufacturing processes, automation, communication and employability skills, and safety.  Fee: $25  
 



CT060 Intro to Robotic Engineering 1: This course is a hands-on introduction to the field of Robotics, which 
brings together computer science and engineering.  Students will work in small teams to build robots using Lego 
robot building kits and to program those robots using microcontrollers.  They will have the opportunity to complete 
multiple investigations involving inquiry and guided research, problem solving and integrating math, science and 
technology as it relates to programming robots, using NXT software and hardware to navigate their environment. 
 

CT062 Intro to Robotic Engineering 2 (Prerequisite - Successful completion of Intro to Robotic Engineering 1): 
Advanced Robotics offers an extended experience for middle school students who have successfully completed 
their Robotics course. This class will build on the initial introduction into the field of robotics, programming and 
engineering. Students will utilize LEGO Robotics kits, including gear ratio, sensor-based data transfer and team 
engineering challenges integrating skills like parallel programming and input/output sequences. 
 

LE021 Leadership, Advanced: This is an elective open only to 7th and 8th grade students.  It is a trimester long 
class focused on positive leadership and communication skills.  This class will focus on school-wide projects, 
recognition activities, persona goal-setting and decision-making skills.  Community service and leadership reports, 
defining the characteristics of an effective leader, will also be a part of the class requirement. 
 

MM011 Multimedia 1: This course is designed to teach students the basic principles surrounding the creation and 
use of digital media in the workplace. Students will use industry standard tools to produce graphics, images, 
advertisements and multimedia displays. Students may use software programs including but not limited to Microsoft 
Word, Scratch, PowerPoint, Google Docs, and Photoshop. Students also will use a variety of online multimedia 
tools to create YouTube videos, Stopmotion Animation, write computer code, and investigate other forms of media 
for professional use. Students will learn the basic operation of digital still and video cameras.  Students are 
requested to purchase a portable memory device (a flash/thumb drive) of 2GB or higher capacity.    
 

MM012 Multimedia 2: Students will expand on their knowledge gained in Multi-Media Productions I with an 
emphasis on digital photography. Students will learn advanced skills, enabling them to see the world through the 
lens of a camera. Using digital cameras and printers, students will manipulate prints with Adobe Photoshop while 
learning basic photographic techniques including focus, shutter speed, aperture, exposure, flash, composition, and 

more. Students will make matted prints for display, photo cards, photo albums, and other fun photo projects.     
Fee: - $25.00 
 

PE078 Elective PE: This class is for students who would like an extra trimester of physical education.  They will 
work on personal fitness skills, personal and group activities and recreational sports in a fun and physically active 
environment. 
 
YEAR-LONG ELECTIVES: 

 

Band, Beginning (MU010), Band, Concert (MU018), Band, Symphonic (MU019):  Instruction in instrumental 
music (individual, small and large groups-brass, woodwind and percussion) and reading music.  Band is a full-year 
performance class and requires attendance at three or more evening concerts during the year.  Beginning band for 
students with no previous experience in their first year of school band; Concert and Symphonic are for second and 
third year students.  Placement in band is based on instructor approval and playing ability.  Students also need to 
rent or purchase an instrument ($20+ per month privately or less expensively for some instruments through the 
school).  Fee: $120/year – most instruments for school rental     $30/year - percussion 
 

MU045 Choir:  Goodman choir will take you on a journey visiting all kinds of music and style; fun, easy, Latin, 
Italian, French, swing, jazz, Broadway and more.  Learn simple dance steps, music theory and history.  
 

8th Grade Only:  FL304 Spanish (Prerequisite):  Spanish 1 provides an introduction to fundamental grammar 

concepts and patterns. Specialized vocabulary and culture are presented in topical chapters. The course 
emphasizes grammatical precision in writing skills, reading comprehension for cultural understanding, accurate 
pronunciation, and oral conversation. The cultures of the Americas and Spain will be introduced through the use of 
films, music, games, guest speakers and recognition of significant dates and celebrations.  This class follows the 
same curriculum as the high school and qualifies for high school credit with a “B-“ average or above and successful 
completion of a proficiency test. *Prerequisites for this high school level course:  B or better in 7th grade 
Language Arts, 3.0 minimum cumulative GPA for all courses and teacher recommendation. Workbooks 
required at an additional cost to be determined. 
 
 
 



7th and 8th FLEX OPTIONS 2017-18: 
 
PR087 READING FOR PLEASURE:  Students will read for pleasure, share texts and engage in discussion 
regarding their reading.  Students will both self-select and explore new genres and authors. 
 

PR089 DESIGN, BUILD, TEST:  Students will be given various engineering challenges to solve. 
 

PR043 ROADRUNNER PRIDE:  Students will imagine, collaborate, design, fund, and create projects to enhance 
pride in the Goodman community. 
 

PR057 POLAR SCIENCE: Polar Bears and Penguins. Explore the polar regions of the Earth. Learn about the 
discovery and exploration of the Arctic and Antarctic. Examine the unique animals that live in the most extreme 
habitats. See how polar science is contributing to our understanding of our planet and universe.  
 

PR058 SERVICE LEADERSHIP & COMMUNICATION:  We will work on verbal and non-verbal communication 
skills to include speaking, manners, handshakes, appearance, social etiquette, and more.   This class will also 
include service leadership skills for our school and community. 
 

PR059 SPORTS HISTORY & GAME INVENTION:  Students will learn the rules to various team sports and the way 
to officiate them.  Students will also look at developing new games. 
 

PR096 WHAT HAPPENED?:  We are investigating World War II, with an interpretive eye. What happened? Why 
did it happen? What motivated people to undertake their course of action? Students are encouraged to select one 
aspect of that time frame of particular interest to them, and independently investigate that topic. 
 

PR051 YOGA FOR EVERYONE:  Do you want to start the morning feeling invigorated, focused and ready to 
learn?  Through yoga techniques you will safely develop strength, flexibility and balance while learning how to relax 
and breathe to enhance health, reduce stress and improve learning.  
 

PR018 HISTORY OF FILM IN AMERICA:  This class transports students back in time to when films were first 
produced. It will explore how movies have changed and advanced through time. Students will learn about the 
people who contributed to this great medium. The processes that were used and the effects that made film what it 
is today will also be explored. Many great film makers and actors will be analyzed, including Auguste and Louis 
Lumiere, Charlie Chaplin and Alfred Hitchcock. 
 

PR082 RUBIK’S CUBE:  Have you always wanted to learn how to solve a Rubik’s Cube? Do you like puzzles of all 
kinds? Use math skills and curriculum to grasp the steps of solving the Rubik’s Cube and get faster with practice. 
Other type of puzzles may also be incorporated into this class. 
 

PR014 pARTicipate:  In pARTicipate student will explore current and past art and how art communicates ideas. 
You’ll produce your own art pieces and finish the trimester with an art show. Get ready to push yourself, get messy 
and have a great time doing it! 
 


